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discharge tube ring circuits each comprising a differ- '
ent number of stages, the numbers of stages in the

rings having no common factor greater than one,
means to cause said rings to step in unison, means to

derive output voltage pulses from certain stages of in
dividual rings and spaces from the other stages, and
means to combine the outputs of all ,of said rings in a
common utilization circuit.
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2

the main key producer circuits so as greatly to add to

SIGNALING CIRCUIT

the difficulty of the solver in getting any clue to the
scheme employed in the main part of the key-produc

The present invention relates to electrical switching

ing system.

or control circuits for various purposes including the

production of pulses having a highly irregular distribu

Referring to the main key-producing system in the
upper part of the ?gure, the‘circuits on the left-hand

tion of pulse value with time. Such pulses may be used,
for example, for enciphering message currents to be

side feed two-valued pulses or marks and spaces in

secretly transmitted and for deciphering secretly trans

bracket X. Considering for the moment only the upper
?ve conductors P, these pass through different sized
resistors W which translate the marks, all of which have
the same amplitude, into pulses of respectively ?ve
different amplitudes, indicated by the numerals 1 to 5,

highly irregular order into the terminals marked by the

mitted message currents at the receiving point. The IO

invention provides for the generation at separated sta
tions of duplicate pulses as a function of the generating

circuits, the pulses occurring, as already noted, with a
practically random distribution of pulse value with

as these leads enter the reentry circuit. Similarly, in the ,

time. The invention removes the necessity of transport 15 lower part of the diagram, marks and spaces are sup
ing records or the like from one station to the other
plied in highly irregular, order to the terminals Y and
from time to time as heretofore proposed for supplying
the marks, all having the same amplitude, are trans
duplicate key pulses at both stations for enciphering
lated by the different valuedresistors Z into pulses of
and deciphering purposes.
>
?ve
different amplitudes before they are applied to the
One object of the invention is to generate pulses 20 reentry circuit. Some of the X terminals are connected
having approximately random or fortuitous distribution
to conductor groups Q, R and S which are brought to
with time in such manner that the pulses can be dupli
different parts of the auxiliary circuits for exerting
cated at other locations by use of duplicate apparatus
controls upon them, as will be described.
similarly adjusted and operated.
The main key-producing system, in the speci?c illus
Another object is to generate such pulses by means of 25 trative example given, starts out with the rings A, B and

apparatus which is wholly or substantially wholly elec

tronic in character.

C containing, respectively, 25, 23 and I9 stages which

.

A further object of the invention is to provide vari
able circuit operation under control of space discharge
tubes operating in closed rings wherein rings of differ
ent numbers of stages cooperate in parallel or in tan

are caused to step at 500 cyclesper second under con

trol of the SOO-cycle pulsing supply indicated. The
30

dem.

A further object of the invention is to combine regu

larly stepping ring circuits of the character indicated
with irregularly stepping ring circuits to produce vari
able circuit operations.

35

cycle the length of which is proportional to the product
of their numbers of stages. These rings supply pulses to
the permuter L. They do ‘not, however, necessarily
supply a pulse for each step of the ring since each ring
is provided with keys or switches which can be oper
ated in any combination desired to determine whether

.

A further object of the invention is, apart from the
speci?c character of the component circuit elements

any stage of the rings in ?ring supplies a pulse to the
permuter L or does not supply a pulse. These rings A,

used, to combine series of sequences of two-valued

pulses in different ways to produce a highly irregular

numbers of the stages in these three rings are prime to
each other so that the three rings together execute a

40

B and C, therefore, supply veryirregular sequences of
pulses to the permuter L and these sequences can be

order of occurrence‘ and thereafter to translate the ?nal

two-valued pulses into multivalued pulses having prac

varied from time to time by changing the settings of the

tically random distribution of pulse value with time.

program-controlling keys.

'

The permuter L distributes the pulses received from
clearly understood from the following detailed descrip 45 the A ring in rotation to the three terminals in vthe
upper group; the pulses from the B ring to the three
tion of a typical embodiment as illustrated in the ac
terminals of the middle group and the pulses from the
companying drawings in which:
The nature and objects of the invention will be more

C ring to the three terminals of the lower group. This

FIG. 1 is an over-all block schematic or functional

diagram showing how the different parts are related
and cooperate with each other;
FIGS. 2, 3, 4 and 5 when placed together as indicated
in FIG. 9 show in schematic circuit diagram the de
tailed circuits for performing the functions indicated in
FIG. 1;
FIG. 6 is a schematic circuit diagram of the SOO-cycle
pulsing supply for the system shown in FIGS. 2 to 5;
FIG. 7 is a timing chart for .this system; and

permuter is supplied with SOO-cycle pulses for perform
50 ing its switching functions.

.

Flexible conductors which‘can be changed from tim
to time are used to join these nine output terminals to

the three conductors T leading to the rings G, H and I
containing, respectively, 17, 14 and 13 stages. The ring
55

includes switching tubes for distributing input pulses
(marks) over the ?rst seventeen terminals in the group
M. Marks and spaces, therefore, appear on these seven

teen terminals in rotation depending upon whether
marks or spaces are applied to the ‘input of the ring in
Referring to FIG. 1, the upper part of the diagram 60 the particular time interval. Similarly, rings H and I
distribute the input marks and spaces over, respec
illustrates the primary key-producing equipment feed
tively, l4 and 13 terminals in the group M. The forty
ing into the reentry circuit on the right through ?ve
four terminals in the group M permit a large choice of
weighting resistances WZThe lower part of the diagram
possible connections to the twelve terminals in the
shows auxiliary apparatus for also feeding pulses
through the ?ve weighting resistances Z into the same 65 group X by means of ?exible leads. Several of the ter
FIG. 8 is a block schematic diagram of an alternative

key generating system according to the invention.

reentry circuit for combining with the pulses supplied
through the resistances W. The effect of the auxiliary

minals M can be connected to one terminal X, if de
sired, or only a fraction of the terminals M may be used

apparatus may be considered as modifying the action of

in any one arrangement.

3
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The system up to this point provides for the setting up

4

steps, it is necessary to provide a reentry at the values
6, l2 and 18 in the reentry circuit.
Referring to FIG. 2, a circuit of the A ring is shown in

on each of the conductors P of a highly irregular se
quence of marks and spaces and, as above noted, the

detail, the rings A, B and C being identical except for
the number of stages. The A ring comprises 25 gas

marks appearing on any one conductor are translated

into pulses of a de?nite value individual to that conduc
tor. However, if these pulses were the only key materi
als supplied to the reentry circuit, the amount of pri

?lled tubes as stages, of which the ?rst two are shown
at 20 and 21 and the last one at 22. An individual com

vacy would be limited on account of the comparatively

bination of biasing resistor and shunting condenser 25

short cycles of the rings A, B, C, G, H and 1. Therefore,
the auxiliary keying equipment in the lower part of the
?gure is added to effectively disguise the cylical char
acter of the main keying equipment.

is provided in the cathode lead of each tube and a
common biasing circuit 26 is provided in the common

cathode lead of all tubes. Plate voltage is applied to the
cathodes from the 500-cycle pulsing source 27, the
plates of all stages being connected to ground either
through output resistors 28 leading to the common
output conductor 29 and through grid leak resistor 30

In the auxiliary equipment the ?ve leads S are carried
to ?ve gates which are operated in rotation by the
?ve-stage ring circuit F at the rate of 500 steps per 5
to ground or in case the switch 31 of any stage is
second. If no pulse is present on the ?rst conductor S
thrown to the right, the connection leads directly to
when the ?rst gate is opened by the ring F, zero voltage
ground at 32. Assuming that the ring has been started
is produced on the output terminal of the gate. If a
and
that tube 20 is ?red, a voltage is placed on con
pulse is present when the gate is open, a pulse is pro
denser 33 because of the voltage drop appearing across
duced on the output terminal of the gate. This is true of
the tube 20 in series with impedances 25 and 26. The
each of the ?ve gates. The ?ve output gate terminals
tube 20 is ?red during the times when the 500-cycle
may be connected in different arrangements to control

pulsing voltage drives the cathodes negative. During

the rings D and E and the permuter N. The rings D and
E comprising, respectively, 9 and 7 stages do not step
regularly but step only in response to applied pulses on

the next supply pulse the current through tube 20 is

interrupted by the positive voltage applied to the cath

ode. On the next voltage reversal which makes all cath
their input terminals. These rings D and E are variable
odes
of the tubes negative, only the tube 21 will ?re
program rings in that keys or the like are provided for
since the grids of all the other tubes are too far negative
determining whether a stage in ?ring applies a pulse or
to allow those tubes to ?re but the charge stored in
no pulse to the permuter N. The programs of these 30
condenser 33 makes the voltage on the control grid of
rings may be changed from time to time.
the tube 21 suf?ciently positive to permit this tube to
The premuter N is a two-position device and switches
?re. The time constant of the circuit including the
in irregular order the outputs of the rings D and E to
capacity 33 is adjusted so that the charge on condenser
the inputs of the rings J and K. These latter rings com
33 leaks off suf?ciently fast to prevent tube 21 from
prise, respectively, 13 and 11 stages which are stepped 35 re?ring on the next negative pulse of the exciting volt
irregularly under the control of the gates G6 and G7.
age.
I
These rings take a step whenever a corresponding gate
Assuming that the switches 31 of the various stages
G6 or G7 is operated to transmit a pulse into the ring.
are differently positioned, it will be seen that marks and
The gates G6 and G7 are controlled, respectively, from
spaces at the rate of 500 per second are supplied to the
the groups of conductors Q and R, and various condi
conductor 29, the marks coming from the tubes which
tions can be imposed upon this control. For example,
have their switches thrown to the left and the spaces
the circuit may be arranged so that no pulse must be
occurring in the case of those tubes which have their
present on any of the three conductors in the group O
switches 31 thrown to the right, the space meaning that
(or R) at the same time that a pulse from the 500-cycle
the mark which would otherwise be transmitted by the
source is applied to the respective gate in order that a 45 ?ring of a tube at that instant is shunted directly to
pulse be sent into the ring to cause the latter to take a
ground instead of being applied to conductor 29. In a
step. When the ring J or K steps, if a pulse is being
similar manner the rings B and C supply irregular series
applied to the ring from the permuter N at this time, a
of marks and spaces to the tubes 35 and 36. The tubes
pulse will appear on one of the 13 or 1 1 output termi
34, 35 and 36 are phase reversing tubes for converting

nals depending upon which tube in the ring is operative

at this time. The rings operate, therefore, to distribute
the pulses from the permuter N to different terminals in

50

the negative pulses applied to their grids into positive

output pulses.
The permuter L comprises a ring of three stages

the groups U and V. These groups of terminals may be
variously connected to the six terminals in the group Y

shown at 40 and three columns of tubes, one of which
is shown in the dotted line enclosure 41 and the others
by ?exible leads which may be changed from time to 55 are assumed to be similarly arranged in the boxes 42

time.
It will be noted that one of the terminals in each of
the X and Y groups is marked zero. This terminal has
no connection to the reentry so that whenever pulses
are impressed upon this terminal no corresponding
pulse is transmitted to the reentry. Since only one tube

and 43. The ring 40 is driven from the same 500-cycle
pulsing source as the rings A, B and C and in step there
with. Whenever a stage such as 45 ?res, it sends a

a maximum of ?ve terminals in the X and Y groups can

negative pulse through the coupling condenser 46 to
the grid of the phase reversing tube 47 which converts
the pulse into a positive pulse which is applied over the
lead 48 to the second grid of each of the switching
tubes 49, 50, 51. These grids are normally maintained

have marking pulses applied to them at any instant.

,at highly negative potential from battery 52 through

is ?red at a time in each of the rings G, H, l, J and K,

This means that the highest pulse value that can be 65 resistor 53. The positive pulse applied, as described,
applied to the input of the reentry circuit is
from tube 47 throws the bias on the second grids of
tubes 49, 50 and 51 suf?ciently positive to permit these
5+5+4+4+3 or twenty-one steps. Assuming it is desired
tubes to transmit saturation current when a positive
to produce output pulses covering the range 0 to 5

3,968,454
pulse is applied to the vcontrol grid from the corre
sponding phase reversing tube 34, 35 or 36. It is seen,
therefore, that when stage 45 of the ring 40 ?res, a

held negative by the respective bias batteries 87 and

mark or a space will appear on one output terminal in

71 to 75 and the inner or control grid is thrown positive
for a brief instant 500 times per second under control
of the pulsing supply. When a mark is present on the

each of the “three groups shown at 56, 57‘ and 58 de
pending upon whether a mark or a space is received

from the corresponding ring A, B or C. When the next
stage of the ring 40 ?res, marks or spaces appear on the
next terminal of each of the three groups 56, 57 and 58
and similarly when the third stage ?res, the marks and

88.'The outer grid is thrown positive whenever a mark

ing pulse is received from the corresponding gate tube

grid of tube 81 and a positive pulse from the pulsing
supply is applied to the control grid, tube 81 passes
saturation current and its cathode is reduced to nearly

ground potential by the potential drop across resistor

spaces are transmitted to the third terminal of each

86 so that all cathodes of the ring D are brought to

group. The permuter L, therefore, serves to distribute

approximately ground potential. This causes the ring

the marks and spaces generated by the rings A, B and

tube which was ?red to restore. As long as this tube was
?red, a charge was maintained upon the coupling con
denser corresponding to 33 of the A ring, maintaining "

C over the three sets of terminals 56, 57, 58. Flexible
connections are shown by‘ the dotted lines in F IG. 3 for
variously connecting these three sets of terminals to the

the grid of the next succeeding tube in condition for
?ring. As soon as the pulsing supply removes the posi
tive pulse from the control grid of gate tube 81, there
fore, all cathodes of the tubes of the D ring are again
the G ring, the circuit is similar to that of the permuter 20 thrown to negative potential and the next succeeding
tube ?res as determined by the charge upon the cou
L except that only one switching tube 65 is shown per
pling condenser 33 in its grid circuit. This same action
stage of the ring. The reversingtubes 66 are shown
takes place in the rings E and 85.
'
immediately below the'switching tubes. When the ?rst
The ‘D and E rings are also provided with- keys or
tube of the ring G ?res, it causes the reversing tube 66
to apply a positive‘ voltage to the second grid of the 25 switches 31 similar to those in the rings A, B and C for
permiting their programs to be changed from time to
switching tube 65. If at that time the control grid of this
time as desired.‘ Although the D and E rings step in
tube is receiving a mark from the, permuter L, the tube
response to applied pulses from the gate tubes 71 to 75
65 transmits saturation current and the drop of poten
and fail to step in response to applied spaces, they do
tial across the‘cathode coupling resistor 67 is applied to
not necessarily apply marks and spaces in this order to
the corresponding one of the upper seventeen termi
their outgoing conductors 85A and 86A.since any of
nals in the M group. If a space is applied to the control
the keys 31 if thrown to the right converts a mark to a
grid of the tube 65 at this instant, no voltage drop ap—
space. Moreover, consider that a stage in the D ring has
pears across resistor 67 and zero voltage is applied to
taken a step in response to a marking pulse and that the
the corresponding output conductor at M. The rings G,
corresponding key 31 is connected with’ the output
H and I, therefore, act as distributors to distribute the
conductor 85A so that the mark was transmitted. If the
marks and spaces received from the permuter ‘L in
next signal is a space the ring tube in-question converts
regular rotation over each of the terminal groups in the
this to a mark since it continues to transmit current to
terminal bank M. As previously noted, selected termi
the conductor BSA as long-as an unbroken succession
nals in these groups are" connected by ?exible leads
40 of spaces is received. The rings D and E, therefore, may
across to the twelve terminals of the X group.
be considered as generators of new series of marks and
‘Referring to FIG. 4, the ?ve S'leads are brought to
spaces for this reason and, further, because the nature
the input sides of the ?ve gate tubes 71 to 75 and when
of thetoutput can be changed by the program keys 31.
marks are present on any one of these leads, a corre
The permuter N, except for the number of stages, is
sponding positive pulse is applied to'the second grid of
the corresponding gate tube. The‘ ring'F of the ?ve 45 the same as the permuter L with the further exception
that the ring 85 instead of being regularly stepped 500
stages is similar to the rings G, H and I and applies
times per second is irregularly stepped in the manner
through corresponding reversing tubes positive poten
just described under control of the gate. tube 83. Re
tials in rotation to the inner or control grids ‘of the gate
versing tubes 91 and 92 are inserted between the D and
tubes 71 to 75. When any gate tube has a positive pulse
E rings and the switching tubes of the permuter N. If
on both of its grids, it conducts ‘saturation current
the D or E ring does not step for some time, steady
through the cathode resistor 76 and applies a positive
negative voltage is applied to the conductor 85A or
pulse _to the corresponding one of the ?ve output termi
86A as already mentioned resulting in application of
nals. If no positive pulse is present on an S lead when
positive voltage from the potentiometer 93 or 94 of the
the inner grid of any gate tube is thrown positive by the
ring F, the corresponding gate tube remains cut off by 55 corresponding reversing tube to the control grids of the
corresponding switching tubes in the permuter N. The
the normal negative bias of the second grid supplied
corresponding switching tubes, however, are not biased
from the biasing battery 77. .
to transmitting condition except when positive voltage
Gate tubes 81, 82, 83 control the stepping of the
is also simultaneously applied to the second grid in
rings D and E and 85 which are similar to each other
except for the number of stages. Considering the D 60 each case. This does not happen except when the ring
85 takes a step and transmits a momentary negative
ring, the circuit arrangement of the ring proper is the
pulse through the coupling condenser 95 or 96 to the
same as that of the A ring except‘that no 500-cycle
grid of the reversing tube 97 or 98. The switching tubes
pulses are supplied to the cathodes. lnstead, the cath
are without current, therefore, during such times as the
odes of all of the ring tubes are held at negative poten
tial whenever gate tube 81 is’cut off, this negative po 65 ring 85 may fail to step and no marks can be transmit
ted through the permuter N except when the ring 85
tential being supplied from the battery 85 through cath

grids of the reversing tubes 60, 61 and 62.
The arrangement in each of the rings G, H and I is
similar except for the. number of vstages. Considering

' ode resistor 86. Tube 81‘ is cut off except when both of

' takes av step. At all other times the outgoing conductors

the grids are thrown positive. The grids'are normally

99 receive no voltages through the coupling condensers

3,968,454
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pulses begin and end on the Q conductors, the grid of
tube 120 is always positive and is maintaining the cur

100 from the tubes of permuter N. When a switching

tube is changed from non-conducting to conducting
condition a negative pulse is applied over correspond
ing conductor 99 to the grid of one of the reversing

stepping of the J ring is made dependent upon the

tubes 101, 102 (FIG. 5).

absence of a marking pulse on all three 0 conductors at

e

'

~

,

rent unbroken through resistor 116. In this way the

.

the instant when grid 120 is negative. The operation of

These reversing tubes are nonnally supplying-very
low positive voltage over conductors 104, 105 and the

the gate G7 with respect to the three R conductors is

inner grids of switching tubes 107, etc., associated‘with

similar.

.

,

the rings J and K are normally negatively biased from

The reentry circuit may take on various forms but for

source 108. When a mark is received from the per

illustration it has been represented as comprising the
series resistor 130, shunt resistors 142 and 146 and the
three gas-?lled tubes 131, 132 and 1,33 together with
associated resistors and biasing supplies. The cathodes
of the three tubes 131, 132 and 133 are supplied in
common from the SOO-cycle pulsing supply 140. The
plate of each ‘one of these tubes is connected through

muter N, the voltage on the respective conductor 104,

105 is thrown momentarily highly positive. Considering
the J ring, whenever the ring is not stepping, a steady
negative potential is supplied to the grid of the corre
sponding reversing tube 109 which in turn supplies a
steady positive voltage to the second grid of the switch
ing tube 107. This tube, however, due to the-normally
high negative bias on its inner grid is normally cutoff

5

an individual resistor to'the common point 141 and

thence through common resistor 142 to ground. One of
the grids of each of these three gas-?lled tubes is con
and normally maintains zero voltage upon the corre
sponding output terminal of the group 1 to 13 at U. A 20 nected to bias potentiometer 144. The other grid of
mark received from permuter N by tube 107 causes this
each tube is connected to common conductor 147
tube to conduct saturation current‘ and .to apply posi
leading to reentry input terminal 143. The polarizing
tive voltage to terminal 13 at U. Since only one of the
source 145 and taps on the potentiometer 144 permit
switching tubes 107 can be conducting at a time, this
the grids to be adjusted to proper ?ring voltages when
positive voltage appears on only oneof the vterminals in 25 the cathodes have their most negative voltage. These
the group U at a time. When theJ ring takes a step the
biases are adjusted differently on the three tubes‘so that
control is thrown to the next switching tube and during
if the voltage applied to. the input terminal 143 from the
resistors W and Z lies in the range 0 to 5 steps of volt
the condition of a space from permuter N on conductor
104, a zero voltage is maintained on the next terminal
age none of the gas-?lled tubes 131, 132 and 133 ?res
30 when its cathode is thrown negative. If the total voltage
of the group U.
‘
applied to the input terminal 143 has a value of six
The rings J and K are stepped similarly to the rings D
steps or greater, the negative bias on the grid of tube
and E as previously described except thatin this case a
multiple gate G6 or G7 instead of a singletube gate is
131 is overcome and at the instant when the cathode is
thrown to its negative voltage, this tube tires and trans
provided. When the gate G6 is transmitting current,

negative voltage is supplied over conductor 115 to the
cathodes of all of the tubes in the-ring J, this negative
voltage being produced by the ?ow of current through
the resistor l 16. The grids'of all sections of the multiple
gate tube are normally biased negatively beyond cut-off

35

mits current through its individual plate resistor and
through common resistor 142 to ground. The value of
the resistor 142 is so chosen that this current produces
a voltage corresponding to six steps across resistor 142.
This voltage is in such direction as to ‘subtract six steps

by the batteries 117 and 118. When any oneof the 40 of voltage from that applied through resistor 130 to the
output stepper circuit 150. In other words, when there
grids is driven positive and causes the corresponding
are exactly six stepsyofyvoltage applied to the terminal
section to pass current, the negative voltage referred to
is applied over conductor 115 to the ring circuit. In

143 the output at 151 is zero.

When the voltage applied to the terminal 143
order that this voltage be changed from a negative
value to zero, it is essential, therefore, that none, of the 45 amounts to twelve steps or greater the bias on the grid
four grids shall have a positive voltage supplied to it.
of tube 132 is overcome allowing this tube as well as
This can only happen if no marking pulse is on any one
tube 131 to ?re. This sends current through common
resistor 142 of ,such value as to subtract twelve steps of
of the three conductors Q and if the SOD-cycle pulsing
voltage from that transmitted through resistor, 130 to
supply is supplying a negative pulse. If no one of the Q
conductors has a marking pulse on it when the pulsing 50 voutput stepper circuit 150. When the input voltage

supply drives the grid of tube 120 positive,'the negative
voltage is again supplied to all of the ring circuit tube

amounts to eighteen steps or greater, all three tubes
131, 132 and 133 ?re when their cathodes are driven

negative and eighteen steps of voltage are caused to be
cathodes over conductor 1 15 and the ring is caused to
subtracted from the voltage transmitted through resis
take a step. It will be noted from the timing diagram
that the grid of tube 120 is held positiverat all times 55 tance 130. In this way, an input voltage of, for example,
seven steps‘ produces an output of one step; an input
except for a brief interval in each pulsing cycle, when it
voltage of seventeen steps producesv an output of ?ve
is driven negative. This insures that a negative voltage
is held on conductor 115 to maintain one of the ring

steps and an input voltage of twenty-one steps produces

tubes energized at all times except during the stepping

an output voltage of three steps.

instant. The timing diagram shows that the pulse on the

.

The stepper 150 may be of the same type as the

output steppers disclosed in an application of R. L.
Q conductors are of the same length as the spaces.
Simultaneous occurrence of marking pulses on all three
Miller Ser. No. 542,975, ?led June 30, 1944 and con
tains ?ve gas-?lled tubes differently biased on their
Q conductors or simultaneous cessation of marking
pulses on these three conductors is not suf?cient to
input sides so as to be ?red in combinations of 0, l, 2,
cause the current through resistor 116 either-to be‘ 65 etc., depending upon the magnitude of the. input volt
age atthe instant when the supply pulse source 148
made or broken and so does ,not cause the ring J to
step. The reason for this is seen from the’ timing dia
supplies an enabling voltage to the cathode-anode cir
gram where it is shown that at the time the marking
cuit. The timing of the supply pulses in circuit 148 is

3,968,454
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middle portion. The pulses in the output of the stepper

are supplied to conductor 160a. In the reentry supply
branch a second reversal tube 157’ is connected after

150 may be used as the key pulses in a system of the

tube 157. By shifting the phase of the SOD-cycle pulses

such as to sample the output reentry pulses near their

type shown by Miller in lieu of the key pulses supplied

180 degrees in this tube 157' a smaller shift is necessi

in that disclosure from a phonograph record.
‘ Referring to FIGS. 6 and 7, an example of a pulse

tated by the capacity 156 to bring the pulses into the
phase position shown in FIG. 7. The ?nal tube operates

generating system is given in FIG. 6 for supplying

similarly to the tube 158 to produce the pulses on out

pulses in accordance with the timing chart of FIG. 7. In

the ?gure and the relative timing of the various pulses

put conductor 160C. The output stepper supply pulses
can be similarly produced by another branch (not
shown) or since these pulses differ but slightly in phase

supplied to different parts of the system are given in the
several horizontal graphs which are labeled at the right.

from those on conductor 158b, they could be produced
by a branch similar to the upper branch of FIG. 6 with

Further description of this ?gur'e appears unnecessary.

a slightly different size phase shifting condenser 156.

In FIG. 6, a highly stable type of oscillator is indi
cated at 155 for generating a SOD-cycle sine wave.
(This oscillator is designed in accordance with well

an alternative keying arrangement operating on the ‘

FIG. 7 a scale in milliseconds is shown across the top of

FIG. 8 discloses in block schematic form the plan of
same general principles as the system disclosed in the
previous ?gures. In FIG.' 8 six ring circuits 161 to 166

known practice to give constant frequency output
under actual operating conditions and may, if desired,
instead of comprising a single tube, as shown, comprise

each containing a different number of stages as indi

cated have their individual stage outputs connected to
a system including a crystal controlled oscillator oper 20 a group of terminals 170. Each of these ring circuits
may be similar to the rings 'G, H and I (without the
ating at a favorable frequency higher than 500 cycles

together with suitable frequency reducing means.) Os

reversing and switching tubes). The ring 161, there

cillator 155 feeds into a series of phase reversing tubes
157, the grid circuits of which contain condensers 156

fore, produces pulses in rotation over the output termi
nals 1 to 25 of the group 170. The other rings similarly
produce pulses in rotation over the output terminals

which, together with the associated grid circuit resis
tances, constitute phase shifting means for determining

25

connected to them. These rings are driven in unison

the relative phase at which the waves are impressed on

from a SOO-cycle source 168 which supplies pulses of

the grids of the tubes 157.
Considering the uppermost tube 157 in relation to
the upper graph of FIG. 7, tube 157 is operated be

FIG. 7. Another stage ring, 167 is also driven fromvthis

the general shape indicated in the uppermost graph of
same source through a gate 169 which causes this ring

to lose a step occasionally as will be described.
Opposite the terminals 170 are arranged a second
press sharp pulses on the grid of tube 158. Tube 158 is
group of terminals 171 comprising a group of terminals
normally cut 011' by high negative grid bias from battery
1 to 17 and a special group of terminals 1' to 5’. Each
258. During the time tube 158 is cut off negative volt
age from source 259 is applied to output lead 158b in 35 one of these terminals in the group 171 leads to the

tween cut off and saturation in such manner as to im

input of a phase reversing tube 172 for the purpose of
producing positive pulses in the outgoing conductor

series with cathode resistor 158a. This represents the

steady negative voltage shown in the uppermost graph

groups. Flexible connections not shown are provided
for connecting various terminals of the group 170 to
155 the grid of the tube 158 is thrown highly positive 40 the ?rst seventeen conductors of the group 171. For
example, of the 145 terminals in group 170, from about
and the internal drop between the cathode and the
sixty to about one hundred may be connected at any
grounded anode is so small that the voltage on lead
one time to the terminals 1 to 17 of group 171. This
l58b is brought nearly to ground potential. This condi
means, of course, that some or all of the latter terminals
tion lasts for only a small fraction of a millisecond and
represents the breaks between the negative voltage 45 will be multipled to a number of terminals in the group
170. These connections may be changed from time to
pulses in the upper graph of FIG. 7. The time constant

of FIG. 7 as supplied most of the time to the rings A, B,

C and 40. Once per cycle of the wave from oscillator

of the grid circuit of tube 158 is made small by the

time, such as once a day,‘ in accordance with a prear

coupling capacity so as to favor the production of a

ranged program.

short pulse on the grid. The intervening negative pulses
occurring half way between the positive pulses drive
the grid of tube 158 negative and have no effect on the

Terminal 17 is connected to one of the input control
points of the‘ gate 169. This gate may be similar in
construction and operation "to the gates 81 to 83 and

output.

operates to supply negative cathode voltage to the ring

5

167 except for a brief instant when both inputs to the

An essentially similar operation takes place in the
circuit leading to output 1586‘, there being a slight shift

in phase of these pulses produced by the proportioning

'

gate 169 are positive. The lead from the source 168
55

should, therefore, be arranged to apply positive pulses
to the gate 169 in the manner shown in connection with

of the condenser 156 of this circuit branch.
Tube 159 operates in the same way to produce nega
tive pulses on conductor 15%. Reversing tubes 159’
and 159" are connected after tube 159 to produce

FIG. 6.

'

positive pulse is received from tube 159'. The voltage

The upper group of conductors 174 lead directly to
the reentry 200. Weighting resistors (not shown) are
included in these conductors in the input to the reentry
circuit for causing a marking pulse on the uppermost
conductor to apply an amplitude of ?ve steps to the
reentry while marking pulses on the other conductors

on conductor 160a is derived from across resistance

apply amplitudes of respectively four, three, two and

corresponding positive pulses on conductor 159a for
supplying the gates 81 to 83. Tube 159 is normally
transmitting and tube 159" is cut off except when a

60

’
160b connected between the plate of the output tube 65 one steps.
The ?ve conductors in the group 187 are brought to
160 and ground. When tube 160 is cut off ground volt
ten terminals 191 which can be variously cross con
age is supplied to conductor 160a. In the momentary
nected manually to the ten individual terminals 192 in
interval when tube 160 is conducting, negative pulses

11
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the input of a special ring circuit of ten stages at 190.
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under control of the positive pulses from terminal 16 of

circuits or other parts of the system. Key generating
systems are thus provided which have no physically
moving parts but are entirely electronic in character.
From these illustrative examples it will be clear how
still other types and arrangements may be provided to
meet various requirements, still employing the same
general principles that have been used in these illustra

group 171. Whenever a stage of ring 190 is ?red con

tive examples.

The output terminals of the ring 193 may be variously
connected manually to ten terminals 194 multipled in
pairs to ?ve conductors leading to the group 186. The

ring 190 may be constructed similarly to the ring J
together with its gating tubes and stepped irregularly

nection is established between corresponding input

7

It will be understood that the invention is not to be
construed as limited to the details of the present disclo
sure but its scope is de?ned in the claims which follow.

terminal 192 and output terminal 193 so that a pulse
appearing on any conductor 187 is transmitted through
the ring 190 to a conductor in the group 186. A gate
tube similar to G6 having one section controlled by the

What is claimed is:
1. In a pulse-producing system, a plurality of space
discharge tube ring circuits each comprising a different
number of stages, the numbers of stages in the rings

pulses from terminal 16 and another section controlled
from the SOD-cycle pulse source is assumed to be in
cluded in the box 190 operating in the same manner as

having no common factor greater than one, means to
cause said rings to step in unison, means to derive out

previously described in connection with gate G6 and

ring J, for example.
.
put voltage pulses from certain stages of individual
Whenever a positive mark pulse is thus transmitted to
rings and spaces from the other stages, and means to
one of the conductors 186, the grid of a tube 195 is 20 combine the outputs of all of said rings in a common
driven positive to cause such tube to transmit satura
utilization circuit.

tion current. Weighting resistors in the reentry input

2. In a pulse-producing system, a plurality of space
discharge tube ring circuits, means to step a plurality of

convert these pulses of constant amplitude, the pulses
varying in steps from I to 5 in the individual conduc
tors.

25

The ?ve terminals 11 to 15 of group 171 can be

connected through gates 181 to 185 to conductors of
the group 186. The gates 181 to 185 are normally
blocked but can be enabled by application. of two

said ring circuits continuously in unison in regularly
timed instants, means to step other of said ring circuits
discontinuously, means to derive voltages from individ

ual stages of said plurality of, and said other, ring cir
cuits one at a time and means to combine the derived

voltages from all of said ring circuits in a common
pulses, one obtained from one of the terminals 1 1 to 15 30
untilization circuit.
and the other obtained from an individual conductor in
3. In a pulse-producig'n system, a plurality of space

the group 187. These gates may be similar to the gates

discharge tube ring circuits, means to step a plurality of

71 to 75 and when unblocked apply positive pulses to
their outputs whenever positive pulses appear on the

said ring circuits continuously in unison in regularly

corresponding terminals 11 to 15. These pulses on the 35 timed intervals, means to derive from respective stages

conductors 186 operate through the individual tubes
195 to apply different step values of pulses to the reen

of said given ring circuits marking and spacing voltages,

185, the corresponding tube 195 supplies the same

voltages derived from stages of both ring circuits.
4. In a pulse-producing system, generators of irregu
lar pulses in different length cycles comprising space
discharge tube ring circuits each containing a different

means to cause certain of the derived voltages from

said given ring circuit to initiate stepping in another of
try 200 as described in connection with the pulses
said ring circuits, means to derive marking and spacing
transmitted from the ring 190. If a conductor in the
group 186 has applied to it simultaneously a pulse from 40 voltages from respective stages of said last ring circuit,
and means to combine for use simultaneously existing
the ring 190 and a pulse from one of the gates 181 to
output current to the reentry as if only one of the two

input pulses were present, since the tube 195 transmits
saturation current in either case.

The ?ve special terminals 1’ to 5' of group 171 lead

45

number of stages with interstage couplings for causing

the stages to become operative one at a time cyclically,
means to operate the stages in all ring circuits in uni’
the case of the other groups of ?ve. These terminals 1 ’
son, an output conductor for each ring circuit, means in
to 5’ are variously connected to terminals of the ring
167 only, the connection being such that at least four 50 each ring circuit for supplying currents of one value to
the respective output conductor in response to opera
ring points are connected to each of these ?ve termi

directly to the reentry through weighting resistors as in

nals. This arrangement is provided to give the six values
of output current from reentry 200 a more nearly even

tion of certain stages and for supplying a different value
of current, including zero value, to said conductor in

response to operation of other stages, and means to
distribution.
For the assumed type of connections to the reentry 55 combine the currents from the output conductors of
said ring circuits to produce pulses in a relatively long
‘circuit, the maximum pulse value applied at any instant

cycles.
is 29 steps. This reentry can be of the same type as the
5. In a key pulse-producing system, space discharge
reentry shown on FIG. 5 except that it must contain
tubes arranged in ditTerent numbers in groups, coupling
one more gas-?lled tube to permit rentry to occur at
60 circuits from each tube to the next within each group,
step 24 in addition to the other reentry points.

Two illlustrative examples have been given of ways in
which ring circuits having different numbers of stages

operating to produce an output pulse and to condition

can be combined in various manners, some stepping

the next tube for operation, means to cause all of the

means to cause a tube in each group to operate and in

tubes in each group to operate one at a time in closed
regularly and others stepping in an irregular manner
under control of the ?rst ring circuits to provide a key 65 cycles, means to select output pulses from only a por

generating system of practically in?nitely long operat
ing cycle. Gate circuits are also shown as convenient
and effective means for exerting controls over ring

tion of the tubes in each group, and means to combine
the output pulses from the different groups to form a

succession of irregularly occurring pulses.
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.per cycle in respective generators being prime to one

'16. Thesubject-matiter claimed in claimJS including a
group’ of output terminals, a load'circuit to be supplied
with pulses from said terminals and means for distribut

, another, and an‘ electronic permuter having a group ‘of

ing in rotation to said output terminals the pulses pro

terminals corresponding to each incoming circuit-,‘the

duced by’ said groups-of tubes, 'said ‘terminals differing

number ‘of tubes ina group being the same as the num
ber of output terminals'in a set, and an electronic tube

discharge tubes per incoming circuit and a set of output

in. numberv from the'number of tubes in said‘ groups. _

7. .In a pulse-producing‘ systemy-a plurality of- space
discharge tube ring circuits containing different num
bers of stages, means to simultaneously energize the

._ring circuit stepping at the pulse; rate for enabling. one
tube in each group simultaneously to transmit a pulse

fromthe corresponding incoming circuit‘to that one of
the corresponding output terminals determined by the

stages in each ring one at a time in succession in closed
cycles, means to derive output pulses from individual

enabled tube.

selected stages, less than all, in each ring circuit, means
to distribute the derived pulses'over N different tenni
nals in irregular order, means to translate pulses on

13. In combination, generators of pulses in repeating
cycles of different length, other generators of pulses

each of said terminals into an output pulse having a
step value the same as the number of the terminal, said
step values ranging from zero to N steps, and means to

said ?rst generators, means for continuously changing ‘

comprising devices for variously combining pulses from
the manner of combining such pulses to produce com
bination pulses, and means for combining said combi

apply said output pulses to a load circuit.
nation pulses with the pulses produced by said genera
8. The combination of the pulse-producing system
tors.
claimed in claim 7 and an auxiliary pulse-producing 20 14. In a key pulse-producing system, ringcircuits of
different numbers of stages, means to step said ring
system for producing in irregular order output pulses
circuits regularly and in unison means to pick up pulses
having step values ranging from zero to N steps,, said
from selected stages of said ring circuits in a plurality of
pulses occurring contemporaneously with the output
pulses of the ?rst system, means for adding the output
output circuits, other ring circuits, means to step said
pulses of both said systems and means for reentering 25 other ring circuits irregularly under control of pulses in
the summation pulses to produce ?nal pulses having a
said output circuits, means to pick up pulses from se
range of pulse values of zero to N steps.

lected stages of said other ring circuits, and means to

*9. In a system for producing multivalued pulses hav
ing a practically random distribution with time, means

add said last-mentioned pulses to the pulses picked up
from said ?rst-mentioned ring circuits.
15. A key pulse-producing system according to claim
14 including distributor means between .said plurality
of output circuits and said other ring circuits for distrib
uting in irregular manner to said other ring circuits the
control pulses from said output circuits.
16. In a key pulse-producing system, two systems of
ring circuits, the ?rst of which comprises a plurality of
ring circuits of respectively different numbers of stages,
means to step said ?rst ring circuits regularly and in

operating in different length cycles for generating two
valued pulses in irregular order of occurrence within
each cycle, means to variably distribute pulses from the
different cycles over ,a number of ?xed terminals,
means to translate pulses on individual terminals into

pulses having respectively di?'erent values, means to
produce other two-valued pulses in irregular sequen
ces, means to variably distribute said other pulses over
other terminals of a ?xed number, means to translate
pulses on individual ones of said latter terminals into

unison, means to pick up from certain stages thereof

pulses having respectively different values, and means 40 pulses in a plurality of output circuits, said second
system also comprising a plurality of ring circuits of
to add said latter different valued pulses to the ?rst
respectively different numbers of stages, means to pick
mentioned different valued pulses.
up pulses from selected stages of the latter ring circuits,
10. A pulse-producing system for producing a long
means to combine said picked up pulses from the ring
cycle of irregular pulses comprising a plurality of
circuits of both systems to form key pulses, and means
to control the stepping of the ring circuits of said sec

means to produce short cycles of pulses of different
lengths of cycles, means to apply pulses from certain of
said means to a set of terminals, means to distribute

ond system from pulses produced by ring circuits of the

pulses from others of said pulse-producing means in

?rst system.
17. In a key pulse producer, a plurality of ring circuits

irregular manner over another set of terminals, means
50

'

of different numbers of stages, means to step said ring
circuits regularly and in unison, a ?rst group of output
conductors, means to send pulses into said group of

cycle of irregular pulses comprising a plurality of

conductors from selected stages of said ring circuits,
another group of output conductors, leads from certain

to weight the strengths of pulses on individual terminals
of each set, and means to combine the resulting
weighted pulses into a single series.

11. In a pulse-producing system for producing a long

means to produce short cycles of pulses of di?‘erent 55 stages of the ring circuits to conductors of the other
group, gate devices in said leads for effectively permit
lengths of cycle, distributor means for distributing
pulses from a plurality of said means over a set of termi

nals, space discharge tube ring circuits each having

ting and blocking transmission of pulses along said
leads, means controlled by pulses from said ring cir

tubes conductive one at a time, means controlled by

cuits to actuate the gate devices in individual leads to

pulses from certain of said means for determining the

change them from blocking condition to the condition
in which they transmit pulses to conductors of the other

tube in a given ring circuit that is conductive at a given

group, and means to combine pulses in both groups of
time, means controlled by individual conductive tubes
conductors to form key pulses.
of said ring circuits for applying pulses to a second set
18. A key pulse producer according to claim 17 in
of terminals, and means to combine the pulses from
65, cluding at least one additional ring circuit, means to
both sets of terminals.
step said one ring circuit irregularly under control of
12. The combination of a plurality of incoming pul
pulses from the ?rst-mentioned ring circuits, means to
sing circuits including generators of pulses occurring

irregularly in cycles the total number of possible pulses

select pulses from certain stages of said one additional

15
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ring circuit, and means to combine said last pulses with
the pulses in both groups of conductorsto form key

16

joint control vof pulsing current from said source and
pulses derived'from certain stages in said group of ring
pulses.
i
circuits, to cause said extra ring circuit to fail to step
19. In a pulse~producing system, a. group -of elec
tronic ring circuits of different numbers of stages, a 5 from time totime, and means to combine pulses from
certain stages of the ring circuits of said group with
source of pulsing current, means to step said ring cir-‘
pulses from said extra ring circuit to form output
cuits regularly and in unison under control of pulsing
current from said source, an extra electronic ring cir
cuit, means to step said extra ring circuit under the

pulses.
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